Muses: Distributed Data Migration System for Polystores
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Abstract—Large datasets can originate from various sources and are being stored in heterogeneous formats, schemas, and locations. Typical data science tasks need to combine those datasets in order to increase their value and extract knowledge. This is done in various data processing systems with diverse execution engines. In order to take advantage of each execution engine’s characteristics and APIs data scientists need to migrate and transform their datasets at a very high computational cost and manual labor. Data migration is challenging for two main reasons: i) execution engines expect specific types/shapes of the data as input; ii) there are various physical representations of the data (e.g., partitions). Therefore, migrating data efficiently requires knowledge of systems internals and assumptions.

In this paper we present Muses, a distributed, high-performance data migration engine that is able to forward, transform, repartition, and broadcast data between distributed engines’ instances efficiently. Muses does not require any changes in the underlying execution engines. In an experimental evaluation, we show that migrating data from one execution engine to another (in order to take advantage of faster, native operations) can increase a pipeline’s performance by 30%.

Index Terms—Distributed systems, data migration, data transformation, big data engine, data integration.

I. INTRODUCTION

Polystores [1], [4], [10] combine a set of specialized data processing engines (e.g., graph engines, dataflow engines, array databases) in order to perform data analysis at scale, using each specialized engine according to its characteristics. Each engine uses its own format and storage location for the data it processes, often making data migration between those data processing engines the bottleneck in processing that data. Thus, the decision on whether two different execution engines are used for a single data pipeline, depends on whether the overhead of data migration is smaller than the speedup caused by a specialized execution engine.

Current Polystores consider execution engines and data storage as separated layers. Before performing any operation combining two different datasets, all datasets need to be loaded to the store performing that operation. In this paper, we show that data migration can be perform more than a simple extract-load process. During data migration, we can take into account the physical representation of data (partitioning, distribution, locality, etc.) and migrate data in the most efficient manner. For instance, a parallel equijoins operator can assume that the incoming data is partitioned by key. Then, partitioning while migrating data can yield significant performance benefits.

Efficient data migration between distributed engines is challenging. When migrating data one should take into account the different execution strategies and data representation assumptions of each of the individual participating execution engines. This requires deep knowledge of the participating execution engines, as well as the costs of each operation versus the costs of different migration strategies and their physical properties. As a solution to these challenges, we present Muses, a distributed data migration system. Our contributions are:

• We present and evaluate Muses, a distributed data migration system that can connect to different distributed execution engines (currently supporting Apache Hadoop, Spark, Flink, Postgres, and SciDB) and migrate data respecting physical properties.

• Muses is reactive to changes of engines instances topology: Apache Spark [14] and Flink [2], [11], reserve application resources at run-time. Thus, instances topology differ based on the resources availability. Muses engine reacts to the executing engines topology changes.

• Muses is able to perform shuffling and data reorganization during data migration, improving performance up to 30%.

• We evaluate Muses on real data with a genomics use case.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses the motivating example, a spatial join in genomics, which utilizes cross-engine execution. Section III shows the state of the art in data migration for Polystores. Section IV describes the architecture of Muses in detail. Section V, shows the performance evaluation. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper with ideas for future work.

II. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

Many genomics applications integrate several data types located in different storage technologies. The GenoMetric Query Language (GMQL) [9] was developed to perform queries on heterogeneous genomic data. GMQL is SQL-like language to query region-based genomic data. GMQL contains operations on the region data, \( RD \) (DNA intervals with a start and a stop position represent regions, such as genes regions), and the meta-data, \( MD \), which describes the genomic data (clinical data). A single GMQL script might contain aggregation operations, meta operations, and domain-specific operations. In our use case, clinical data (metadata) is small in size relative to genomic data (regions data) and it is stored in PostgreSQL database. Previous work has shown that GMQL operations on metadata perform well on the PostgreSQL database management system. Cattani et. al. [3] analyzed performance differences between implementations of GMQL region commands in SciDB [12] (a multi-dimensional
III. RELATED WORK

Two proposals for data migration in PolyStores project are discussed in detail in Pipegen [7] and the work by Dziedzic et al. [5]. The former concentrates on achieving the best performance at the expense of generality of the approach, while the latter discusses more general approach at the expense of performance.

Lim et al. motivate running applications with varying parameters using cross-engine execution to optimize performance [10]. The authors propose ideas for data migration between engines and choose a shared HDPS as the medium between execution engines. Our experiments have shown that HDPS is a very slow migration medium. For this reason, we focus on on-the-fly migration between different engines by establishing connections among those engines. Agrawal et al. present a vision of a cross-engine execution engine architecture [1]. The authors concentrate on the engines and leave out data migration with a visionary discussion around data storage independence [8]. Gupta et al. present cross-engine join query execution in federated database systems [6]. The authors only discuss the reduction of data migration based on join operation parameters. Those ideas can be incorporated into Muses, as it can perform data partitioning for joins while connecting distributed data stores to hide the migration overhead.

IV. ARCHITECTURE

The Muses engine is designed to connect distributed data engines for cross-engine execution. Figure 2, shows the general architecture of the Muses engine. Muses consists of a single Muses Manager node and one or more Muses Nodes. In Muses, two types of data are exchanged; control data and application data streams. The Muses Manager sends configurations (control data) to Node Managers and receives profiling information. While Muses Nodes exchange only the application data streams.

Each data migration job in Muses contains a data Producer and a data Consumer. We refer to data engines as sources or sinks; one or more sources form a Producer and one or more sink form a Consumer. Sinks and sources might be distributed engines. Thus, we call a source’s output threads as source instances and the sink input threads as sink instances. For simplicity of the description of the Muses architecture in Figure 2, Muses nodes are either marked as Producer or Consumer nodes. Since each machine can host several sinks/sources, any Muses node can be a producer and a consumer node at the same time.

We represent sources and sinks in Figure 2 as either distributed sources/sinks or local sources/sinks. Source/Sink 'A' is shown as a distributed source and has three instances distributed on two machines (Server 1, and Server 2). Source/Sink 'C' has one instance 'C1' on Server 1, and source/sink 'DB' is a database instance on Server 2.

A. Muses Manager

The Muses Manager manages registration of new sources/sinks, distributes job configurations on nodes, monitors job execution and collects profiling information.

The engine registration process requires the user to provide a list of machines that host the source/sink and the connectors of the registered source/sink. Migration jobs are submitted to the Muses Manager by the user or by a cross-engine execution dispatcher. Muses jobs configurations include: the producers and consumers for the migration job, the data distribution operation between the producer and the consumer, and the engine’s topology, in case it has been dynamically set.

For every data migration job, the Muses Manager sends the task configurations to each Muses Node involved in the job execution, the task configurations include: The number of Connector instances for each source/sink on the machine, which is equal to the number of source/sink instances on the machine. The number of expected input streams for each sink instance, which depends on the number of sources instances and the data distribution strategy. The data distribution procedure for Muses Node routers with a list of destination (sinks) machines addresses.
B. Muses Node

Figure 2 shows Muses Nodes, which consist of a set of Connectors ($P_n$), consumer and producer routers, and a Node manager. The Node Manager is the only daemon process that keeps running on each node for the Muses engine, while Muses routers and connectors are initialized on demand at the job configuration phase which reduces the overall overhead of Muses.

1) Node Manager: The Node Manager is responsible for keeping a connection with the Muses Manager for receiving job configurations and sending status and aggregated streams profiling information through heartbeats messages. The Node Manager initializes the routers for the job by setting up consumer/producer streams, manages resources reserved by the routers and Connectors, and restores the stream in case of nodes failure.

2) Connector: Apache Arrow is used as an intermediate data representation to facilitate connecting several engines with minimal coding requirements.

Figure 3 shows the logical representation of a Muses Connector in detail. The Connector consists of a Read operator that reads from the source and translates the data into a Muses Stream which encapsulates an Apache Arrow \(^1\) data structure, a Write operator that reads from the Muses Stream and writes to the data sink, and a socket client to the routing module. The engines' topologies and the Connectors are the two main parameters needed to connect engines.

Two types of schema transformations have to be considered in connecting distributed systems; The logical schema, for example, represents a row-based, column-based, or array-based data layout. The physical schema is represented by data types, for example an unsigned 64 bit integer. Muses streams are used for the data transformation between distributed engines.

A Muses stream consists of several Arrow streams with an associated schema. The schema contains the stream ID and information about the data set in the original logical format, such as: source logical schema, primary keys, secondary keys, values used as dimensions for Array databases, and values used to as keys and values for key/value databases. Arrow streams have a structure that is shown in Figure 4, they consist of the Arrow Schema and one or more Record Batches.

3) Routers: The Muses Router is an Akka streaming graph that controls the flow of streams in and out of a Muses Node. The Routers control the Connector instances. When the node has only one Consumer instance, we configure the Consumer Router as a forward router to optimize the link. When consumer engine instances vary in their throughput, we perform stream balancing in case there is no specific shuffling mechanism already set using Akka Balancing Router.

Once the streams end, the Connector instances are no longer needed. The Consumer Routers and Producer Routers start and stop the Connectors instances based on the data streams tags and the job configurations. In addition to data migration, the router aggregates profiling information and sends it to the Node Manager. Profiling information includes amounts of data read or written from or to any data source or sink.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Data for the experiments was collected from the Encode genomics repository [13]. Encode data is a tab-delimited text with ten columns. The schema has two Long fields, two String fields, one Char field, and four Double fields. We use 9 data sets of different size to show the performance with increasing data size. Our experimentation platform is a cluster comprised of 8 machines containing Intel\(^\circ\) E5620 processors with 8 hyper-threads, and 32GB memory.

A. Single engine solution versus Polystores

In this section, we discuss the comparison between two deployments of the motivation example, shown in Section II; a single system deployment and Poystores deployment. In the single system deployment, Apache Spark uses all the eight

---

1Apache Arrow, https://arrow.apache.org/
machines resources. While for the Polystores deployment, the eight machines are shared between three engines: Apache Spark is installed on all eight machines while 4 out of those eight machines host a SciDB installation and one machine hosts PostgreSQL.

Figure 5 shows the performance of both the single system and the Polystores setup. In the Polystore setup, we run only a part of the execution plan on SciDB, which is the GenomicCover operator. The performance gain from running the GenomicCover operator over SciDB is shown in Figure 6. For input data sizes of 35GB, 56GB, and 70GB, the performance speed up for the polystore deployment are 1.2, 1.25, and 1.3 respectively. The performance speed up trend is positive with respect to the input data size.

The automated distributed data migration, thanks to Muses engine, allows the overlapping of the engines executions and the data migration; thus minimizes the overhead of the data migration. As soon as the first output sample is being processed by Apache Spark, it is streamed to SciDB nodes and imported into SciDB.

B. Data migration profiling

We designed our experiments in this section to show the intermediate data representation overhead and the performance from connecting distributed engines using a hard-coded pipeline. Al. Haynes et al. show that Apache Arrow as an intermediate representation performs best out of a variety of data representations [7], thus we concentrated on using Apache Arrow in our tests. We exclude the data export and load execution time in our profiling. We focus on the data migration process, but also evaluate the effect of export and import parallelism.

The socket connection scenario, in Figure 7, transfers the data from the source to the sink engine machines as binary stream. In this scenario, no data is parsed. Though, this scenario is the simplest with the highest performance, it needs both engines to be almost identical in both physical and logical data formats.

Migrating data between two engines with different data types requires a data translation process. In the Akka setup, Figure 7, the data translation operation translates the data types from the source types to the destination engine’s types. The drawback of this setup is that it is connection specific. The data transformation introduces additional overhead on the migration process while increasing process parallelism can decrease this overhead.

In Akka with Arrow setup, the data is translated into an intermediate data representation then translated back to the sink engine’s data types. The connection setup is independent of the engines’ data types. Changes of one of the engines’ schemas only changes the translation at its part of the connection, and the connection remains valid. Even though this scenario has the overhead of the intermediate data representation, the performance is comparable to transferring the data without intermediate data format because Arrow structure reduces the data transferred on the network, and thus the performance is comparable with the second scenario. Of course, this is not always the case, because some engines produce data in binary format and thus Arrow format might not be more compact than the engines binary.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented Muses, an efficient data migration engine that enables migrating data among different distributed execution. Our experiments show very promising results: using a migration engines such as Muses, one can speed up the migration of data making the case for distributed Polystores systems stronger. Our focus for the future is to automatically generate connectors from high-level descriptors in order to make the integration of new connectors easier and less labor intensive. Moreover, plan to look at data compression techniques and integrate more execution engines in our framework.
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